Frequent and rapid emergence of mutated pre-C sequences in HBV from e-antigen positive carriers who seroconvert to anti-HBe during interferon treatment.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) variants which cannot express e-antigen (HBeAg) are characteristic for many viremic anti-HBe positive chronic carriers who often have particularly severe and fluctuating hepatitis. Whether such variants are selected for and are less amenable to interferon treatment is under dispute. Therefore, by DNA amplification and direct sequencing we have investigated the emergence of HBV pre-C sequence variants in nine e-antigen positive chronic carriers, all of whom seroconverted to anti-HBe or lost HBeAg during interferon treatment, and in three of whom no viral DNA was detectable after interferon treatment. In most, but not all of the patients we found newly emerging pre-C sequences in a subpopulation of the viral genomes that included silent point mutations, amino acid changes, start and stop codon and frameshift mutations. The emergence of these mutations was paralleled by a drastic decrease of viremia during treatment. The observed mutations appeared most frequently during interferon treatment. Some of the mutations appeared or disappeared late after interferon treatment concomitant with anti-HBe antibody development. The appearance or lack of mutations in the pre-C region of a subpopulation of HBV of these patients was independent of successful virus elimination. These data indicate that interferon treatment is frequently associated with the simultaneous fall in titer of viral DNA by several orders of magnitude and the emergence of novel pre-C sequences, some of them preventing HBeAg expression. However, the presumably immune-mediated selection for pre-C mutant viruses and decrease in viremia under interferon treatment appears not to be prognostic for successful or unsuccessful virus elimination.